PQ Media Forecast: Despite Social Unrest, Slow Economy & Weak Telecom
System, Brazil’s Media Industry Set to Score Big with Strong Kick from
World Cup & Summer Olympics
Brazil’s digital and traditional media sectors are in position to score big during the 2014-17
period due to a rare tandem of powerful kicks this market will receive from this year’s World
Cup and the Summer Olympics in 2016, according to a new PQ Media report. In spite of
daunting inflation, questions about World Cup spending and related civil unrest, Brazil’s
consumer-facing media economy is pacing for accelerated 14% growth in 2014, according to
Brazil Media & Technology Outlook 2014.
Stamford, CT (PRWEB) May 28, 2014 -- Brazil’s digital and traditional media sectors are in position to score
big over the next three years due to an uncommon pair of strong kicks the emerging market will receive from
hosting this year’s World Cup and the Summer Olympics in 2016, according to new market intelligence from
PQ Media. Despite severe inflationary pressure, nagging questions about overspending on Cup preparations and
related social unrest, Brazil’s consumer-facing media economy will grow 14.1% in 2014, placing it among the
five fastest-growing media markets worldwide, according to Brazil Media & Technology Outlook 2014.
Brazil’s double-digit growth this year would mark acceleration from an 11.5% rise in combined media operator
revenues and consumer spending on media content and technology in 2013, when the consumer-facing media
ecosystem generated $76.53 billion. Overall consumer media usage is also expected to grow at a faster rate this
year, climbing 3.5% to a weekly average of 60.9 hours, according to PQ Media. Brazil’s consumer-facing
media sector is forecast to expand at fluctuating annual rates throughout the 2013-17 period, driven by evenyear boosts of advertising and marketing dollars related to the duo of global mega-events, juxtaposed with
consumer spending on wireless devices and other tech products driving growth in odd years.
Brazil’s digital & alternative media operator revenue and consumer spending together grew 15.9% in 2013 to
$33.29 billion, fueled by first-ever purchases of the latest digital devices in spite of high inflation that has
tripled prices since 2011. Growth is projected to remain strong going forward, although it will decelerate to
15.2% this year as rapid growth in the nascent digital ad & marketing segment will be offset by weaker growth
in the larger digital content & tech spending segment, PQ Media found.
In the traditional media sector, where consumers have already upgraded to HDTV to watch their favorite
telenovelas, combined media revenues and consumer spending increased 8.4% in 2013 to $43.24 billion.
Growth is projected to accelerate at a 13.3% pace in 2014 due to the infusion of advertising and marketing
dollars generated by the World Cup, which comes home to soccer’s epicenter for the first time since 1950,
according to Brazil Media & Technology Outlook 2014.
“Broadcast TV’s dominance of the Brazilian media ecosystem is, at once, fueled by and a key driver of product
placement spending, powered by a dynamic telenovela genre largely responsible for product placement growing
at accelerated rates for each of the past four years,” said PQ Media CEO Patrick Quinn. “Brand integrations
account for nearly 25% of total digital & alternative marketing revenues in Brazil, nearly four times higher than
the global average. As a result, Brazil ranks among the world’s largest and fastest-growing branded
entertainment markets.”
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Overall traditional media revenues and consumer spending are projected to increase at a 9.2% CAGR in the
2013-17 period, reaching $38.37 billion and making Brazil the world’s fastest-growing traditional media
market. Growth will be fueled by ad & marcom investments closely tied to the World Cup and Olympic Games,
particularly broadcast TV and radio, driving up time spent with conventional media at a 1.8% CAGR to a
weekly average of 56.3 hours in 2017, according to PQ Media.
Brazil is one of the fastest-growing digital media markets worldwide, as broadband and smartphone penetration
rates have grown substantially in recent years, particularly in the cities hosting World Cup matches this year.
Internet and mobile penetration rates, however, are among the lowest globally, resulting in online and mobile
media accounting for smaller shares of combined advertising and marketing revenues. Combined digital &
alternative media revenues and consumer spending are forecast to climb at a 12.9% CAGR during the 2013-17
period, reaching $52.78 billion, according to Brazil Media & Technology Outlook 2014.
Other Key Findings
• Total digital & alternative media revenues are projected to expand at a 19.7% CAGR in the 2013-17 period to
$11.09 billion, as the fastest-growing channels will include mobile marketing apps, mobile coupons, and online
social media. Among the largest channels in 2017 will be product placement in TV; online displays &
classifieds; and online search;
• Consumer spending on digital media content & tech is forecast to rise at a CAGR of 11.5% during the 201317 period to $41.69 billion, bolstered by even-year global events, although the Olympics will have a lesser
effect on consumer digital spending than on ad and marcom investments because many Brazilians will view the
Olympics via free broadcast TV;
• Consumer digital media usage will post a 13.7% CAGR to 11.0 hours per week in 2017, placing Brazil second
in the world, with Baby Boomers leading all generations in digital usage with an average of 13.4 hours weekly,
followed by GenX at 12.9 hours.
About the Report:
Brazil Media & Technology Outlook 2014 is the second report in PQ Media’s Emerging Market Intelligence
Series, and follows the April launch of Volume I in the Series covering China’s dynamic media industry. Each
report in the Series delivers in-depth data and analysis of a key emerging market via consistent methodology,
definitions, segmentation, datasets and time series covering the 2007-17 period. Reports drill down into nearly
100 consumer-facing media & tech segments to uncover market strengths and weaknesses, focusing on key
growth indicators: media operator revenues; consumer media usage; and consumer spending on media content
& technology.
Brazil Media & Technology Outlook 2014 provides 35 data-rich PowerPoint slides, concise and insightful
analysis, and more than 40 exclusive datagraphs covering digital, alternative & traditional media. Also included
is a comprehensive Excel Databook delivering hundreds of exclusive datasets and thousands of data points that
dive deep into Brazil’s media ecosystem by growth indicator, media channel, tech product, social generation
and gender. Click through the Outlook link above to download a free Executive Summary, Table of Contents,
and Dataset Samples from the report.
About PQ Media:
PQ Media is a leading provider of market intelligence products and strategic advisory services to high-level
executives in the media and technology industries. PQ Media’s influential market research is considered
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essential for corporate executives, equity investors and management consultants seeking to make smarter, faster
decisions amid the strong cross-currents altering the global media ecosystem. PQ Media also publishes the
groundbreaking annual Global Digital Media & Technology Report Series.
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Contact Information
Patrick Quinn
PQ Media
http://www.pqmedia.com
+1 203-921-0368
Leo Kivijarv
PQ Media
http://www.pqmedia.com
203-921-0368
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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